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LabelTop is a free file search utility
that organizes files into virtual
libraries, labels or sections. LabelTop
has a simple and intuitive interface,
while it provides an ability to
organize your files into virtual
libraries, labels or sections. No
matter how many files you have, the
LabelTop application allows you to
easily find the one you are searching
for. LabelTop virtual libraries are
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similar to traditional virtual libraries
in the sense that you can easily add
or remove files from them. You can
create labels for files and folders.
You can name, rename and delete
them. You can also attach up to five
labels to a file or folder. LabelTop
provides a useful feature that allows
you to quickly find all files containing
a certain word or phrase. LabelTop
allows you to search for files or
folders by labels. LabelTop also
allows you to locate files and folders
by labels. LabelTop has a useful
feature that shows all files containing
a word or phrase. LabelTop does not
have any negative effects on the
computer. It does not use a lot of
RAM or CPU. GetReadySoft.org is a
reliable and safe download manager



for Windows, with cloud and local
storage. It is capable of resume,
block downloads and priority
queueing for fast downloading.
Besides, it also supports auto-extract,
auto-pause and auto-resume for
continuous download.
GetReadySoft.org 10.9.0.1009
Multilingual 1.6 MB
GetReadySoft.org is a reliable and
safe download manager for Windows,
with cloud and local storage. It is
capable of resume, block downloads
and priority queueing for fast
downloading. Besides, it also
supports auto-extract, auto-pause
and auto-resume for continuous
download. TuneUp Free 2018
TuneUp Free 2018 1.0.1 TuneUp
Free is a powerful and easy to use



Windows utility. It helps to fix and
optimize your computer
performance. TuneUp scans your
hard drive and central processing
unit (CPU) to find and fixes areas
where your computer is running
slower than it should be, including
memory and page file problems. It
finds hard drive issues, registry
problems, driver problems, software
conflicts and unused or outdated
programs, which can reduce or slow
down the performance of your
computer. TuneUp Free 2018
includes several options that help you
improve your computer's
performance and solve the most
common problems. There are two
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KeyMACRO is a powerful and easy-
to-use solution that converts ordinary
text into keyboard macros, which are
lists of actions that can be performed
automatically using predefined keys,
buttons, menus or text objects.
MACRO tasks in KeyMACRO are
defined by hot keys, buttons or text
objects, which means that there's no
need to write any additional code,
thus allowing you to create powerful
macros without programming skills.
You can work with KeyMACRO
without typing any single key; just
set a key or object you want to create
a macro for, and then press the hot
key or button or type your text. This
step is all you have to do. KeyMACRO



also supports multiple keystrokes,
buttons, text objects and hot keys.
Each key can have more than one
keystroke or button. Each keystroke
can include up to three buttons. You
can create macros for programmable
number of buttons and hot keys with
one macro, and if one button or hot
key is pressed, all the buttons and
hot keys are pressed in the same
order. KeyMACRO is the tool for
everyone. It's particularly useful for
anyone who would like to automate
certain tasks, whether it's for
personal or professional use. For
example, you can easily create
macros that replace words,
paragraphs, pages or sections of text
and automate repetitive tasks. You
can turn on and off the macros at any



time, and save any macros to their
own XML format so that they can be
used in different projects.
KeyMACRO also allows you to record
what's being done in your programs,
which can be helpful in case of
programming errors. Let's see what
KeyMACRO offers KeyMACRO is a
powerful macro utility that can
record the actions of your computer
keyboard and mouse. After that, you
can create macros that let you
automate repeating tasks, such as
typing the same thing in a certain
application, setting your screen
brightness to a certain level, opening
a program, or any other action.
KeyMACRO can record macros in
Microsoft Windows applications that
are written in a.NET language, and in



any other language. KeyMACRO can
also be used with popular
development tools for creating web
pages. Macros can be saved as web
pages that can be accessed through
any Web browser. KeyMACRO is a
simple, reliable and easy-to-use tool
for creating macros. The interface is
intuitive and easy to use. KeyMACRO
features: * Multithread - Set the
thread count in the 2edc1e01e8
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LabelTop is a top-rated application
that allows you to add labels to your
files and folders, in order to find
them easier in a virtual library. It's
similar to adding tags. This is an
easy-to-use software application with
intuitive options that even less
experienced users can quickly figure
out. The program has been tested
and listed as virus-free. 2 of 8 users
found this review helpful anonymous
24/11/2014 for social networkers
After a long time of testing other
application for labeling files and
folders it's a good choice to give
LabelTop a try. After a long time of
testing other application for labeling
files and folders it's a good choice to



give LabelTop a try. 2 of 4 users
found this review helpful by
Anonymous User 01/06/2016 Quick
and easy I’m not sure what I was
expecting from this little utility, but I
was pleasantly surprised at how easy
it was to label my files. Once I
understood the intuitive interface, I
started taking full advantage of the
labeling feature. It makes it much
easier to search for my files because
I can quickly filter based on labels. It
doesn’t slow down the system like a
traditional search tool would. I can
quickly move files and folders to a
given label. I can move multiple files
to one label by holding down Ctrl
while I drag them. I can even move
folders to labels by double clicking
their icon in the desktop. I can



rename or delete labels as well.
There is one missing feature. I’d like
to be able to quickly create a label
with a prefix or suffix. I could add a
label to a folder, then copy the label
and paste it to another folder. The
icon is attractive. It’s minimalistic,
and it looks like a miniature tag with
the letters Labledot. And the best
part is, it’s free. It’s not even adware,
which makes it even more desirable.
5 of 6 users found this review helpful
by Anonymous User 25/05/2015
Great for work Before using this
application, I thought about using
only tags in my working area. I was
surprised to find out that this
program also has the possibility to
label folders and files. For example, I
can label all files of a certain



application with the help of
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What's New in the LabelTop?

Read or create labels on the fly and
maintain a personalized library. All
from the File Explorer window!
Screen Savers Abundance of links,
movies and songs make it easy to
have fun and make friends on the
internet. Web Pages Gallery provides
you with a collection of links and
pictures that make your internet
surfing experience fun and
interesting. Screen Savers provide
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easy and instant enjoyment. They can
be customized and stored on your
own computer so you can easily
access them when you want to. Web
Pages Gallery Description: Web
Pages Gallery is a gallery software
that provides you with a collection of
links and pictures that make your
internet surfing experience fun and
interesting. File Resize The world's
most accurate system to resize files
and folders. Converts the files into a
standard image format: JPG, BMP,
GIF, PFM and PNG. The program will
also resize multiple files or folders
simultaneously. Jumping File
Speedmaster File Sorter This file
sorter is able to sort files by name,
creation date or file type. If you have
a large number of files on your



computer, you can create a folder
structure that makes it easier for you
to organize your files. Media
Optimizer Media Optimizer offers a
step-by-step solution for ensuring
that your music or video files are as
high quality as possible. It can: -
Reduce file size - Reduce jitter -
Reduce buffer underrun - Reorganize
files to enhance audio quality Media
Optimizer is the best software for
ensuring that your music or video
files are as high quality as possible.
Software Developer's View File Robot
File Robot is a useful file
management tool. Use it to: - Locate
your files using various parameters. -
Create labels for groups of files or
folders. - Quickly open a file or folder
using an existing label. - Delete files



using various conditions. - Create a
search-based file and folder manager.
- In addition to classic file search, it
supports numerous search options,
including parts of words. PC Cleaner
Toolkit Speedmaster Video Converter
This video conversion tool is
designed to convert video files
between different formats with ease.
It can convert any video files such as
WMV, AVI, MPEG, RM, RMVB, MOV,
VOB, ASF, MTS, MKV, VIV, FLV,
XVID, DAT and others to the desired
formats, including MP4, AVI, VOB,
FLV, WMV, MPG, MTS, TS, TS, TS,
AVI, MP3, M4A, AAC and more. This
file conversion software is able to
convert any video file to the desired
formats, including MP4, AVI, VOB,
FLV, WMV, MPG, MTS, TS



System Requirements For LabelTop:

Windows Mac OS X SteamOS Steam
5GB of free hard-disk space 4GB of
RAM Tested On: – A PC running
Windows 7 (64 bit) with an Nvidia
8600 GTX GPU – A Macbook Pro with
an AMD radeon 740 graphics card
(tested on macOS 10.12.4) – A
Raspberry Pi 3, 1GB of RAM, 512MB
of VRAM, and an Nvidia 8600
graphics card – An old NAS (and with
it,
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